
English 
week 5 
Homework

Complete the given tasks



Let’s Write a non-
chronological report. 
You have watched the 
video about the 
features. Let’s use them.

Write a non-chronological report 
about the Arctic. Find some facts 
about the region and then put 
them in order. 



WAGOLL of a non-
chronological 
report. 

Space School

Welcome to Space School! A revolutionary, magical and futuristic school 
for all children! Built in 2025, Spacer School was the first of its kind. The 
principal (Mr Cooper) had the idea of building a school in space whilst 
watching a space program on TV. Over time, the school was built and is 
now the largest school in the universe! There are more than 5000 pupils 
from five to eighteen years old, who travel to school on space crafts ready 
to learn and play.

Lessons

During the day, children attend a variety of exciting futuristic lessons that 
teach children all kinds of exciting things. Firstly, in the morning, children 
go to Literacy lessons. This lesson is taught by Mr Blabberbox. These 
lessons are similar except the pupils do not learn English, they learn an 
alien language called Tron! When children start at five years old they do 
not know how to speak Tron at all but by age eighteen ALL pupils know how 
to write, read and talk Tron! Would you like to learn an alien language? 
Other lessons include, space cooking (how to cook food in space), star 
gazing and (this is my personal favourite) Sci-Fi games! Sci-Fi games is a 
little bit like PE but you never stand on the ground! During these lessons, 
you get your own hover craft and fly around space with a soft ball whilst 
everybody tries to score in the opponents net! How cool is that!?

Lunch Times

When the school bell rings for lunch, everybody rushes down to the 
school canteen to buy their favourite lunches. They do not have normal 
food in space because it would all float around and make the school 
extremely messy. In Space School, they obviously eat space food! These 
look like tiny blocks of different colours. On your plate you will see 
baked beans (the red block), chicken (yellow block), broccoli (the green 
block) and blueberry pie (the purple block). Sometimes it is a little dry, 
however no one seems to mind because space is cool!

Play Time

Play time at Space School is THE BEST playtime ever created! There 
are so many amazing activities you can take part in. Unusually, there is 
no playground because there is no gravity so no one can stand up. 
Instead, everybody puts their space suits on and floats around playing 
space ball or skipping in the air! Tig is even more fantastic in space 
because everybody uses space rockets to zoom around and catch each 
other. It sounds dangerous but it is not, they all wear safety gear.

Would you like to join the space school? Which lesson would you like 
best? If you could go to any type of school, which school would you go 
to?



Word of the week

• Desolate

• What does it mean?

• Use it in a sentence.



Spellings to learn

• cautious

• ambitious

• fictitious 

• infectious

• nutritious 

• available

• forty

• twelfth

• hindrance

• government

Use these words in sentences.
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